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ABSTRACT

The polyphase switching-transistor circuit studied In
this thesis offers promise of attaining speed control of
Induction motors by providing a simple means of varying
line frequency. Both by theoretical analysis and In experi-
mental workjf the practicability of such an application Is
proved. While problems do exist, viz., undesirable rotor
heating due to harmonic content in the switching-circuit
output, possibility of difficulty in starting the motor due
to the low impedance of an induction motor at starting, and
relatively low power levels obtainable from presently avail-
able power transistors, all these difficulties are capable
of solution.

The theoretical analysis Includes a study of operation
of the single-phase circuit based on operation as a
relaxation oscillator. Then, the effect of adding more
phases is studied, These analyses point out the importance
of various circuit parameters in determining range of
circuit operation

«

The procedure for designing a three-phase circuit is
outlined and the problems encountered in attempting to
attain maximum power output are discussed*
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The feasibility of utilizing the switohing-oircuit out-
put as a power supply for a conventional induction motor is
investigated analytically. The most important subjects
studied are the effects of harmonic content in applied volt-
age on torque-speed characteristics of the motor and the
additional rotor copper losses which result due to this
harmonic content

.

The experimental work consists of designing a three-
phase circuit and making it operate. Experimental data ob-
tained deals primarily with the effect of various circuit
parameters on operation, providing confirmation of the pre-
dictions of theory. A synchro, with shorted rotor, was run
as an induction motor and its speed varied by changing the
applied d.c. voltage.

It is concluded that the qualitative behavior of the
polyphase transistor-switching circuit is accurately pre-
dicted by theory. By careful detennination of the many
parameters in the circuit, quantitative predictions should
be very precise. It is further concluded that speed control
of low-power induction motors, using the switching circuit
output as a power supply, is feasible, but that it is
desirable to filter out the harmonic content of the switch-
ing circuit output in order to minimize undesirable losses
due to the harmonics.

It is recommended that further experimental study be
made, particularly with regard to speed control of induction
motors, that the switching circuit design be optimized for
maximum power output, that the problem of filtering the
switching circuit output to remove harmonics be investigated,
and that schemes for increasing the power rating of the
circuit be devised.

Thesis Supervisor! Alexander Kusko

Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

With the coming of age of automation, the need for

variable speed control of electric motors for use in control

systems has assumed great importance o Even before automa-

tion in industry, variable speed electric motors found many

applications in military servo systems . Because of the dif-

ficulty in obtaining speed control of AC motors, it has

invariably been necessary to use DC motors in the aforemen-

tioned applications. This, of course, introduces the

disadvantage of the commutator as well as requiring exten-

sive additional equipment if wide speed range is desired.

There would be several advantages attendant to using

induction motors in the above applications, among which are

the ruggedness of the motor, the inexpensiveness of the

squirrel-cage rotor induction motors, and the fact that

there is no commutator. The inflexibility of the induction

machine from the standpoint of speed control has prevented

its wide use in control applications, but smooth speed

control over any range can be provided if the line frequency

is varied. Since it has not been convenient to do this in

the past, the induction motor has been regarded as essen-

tially a constant-speed machine. The switching circuit

studied in this thesis offers a means of conveniently varying

line frequency and, thus, varying the speed of an induction

motor

.





It is the purpose of this thesis to Investigate analyt-

ically and experimentally the application of a switching-

transistor DC to AC converter described by Royer in {l] to

speed control of induction motors* This circuit has an out-

put frequency proportional to the magnitude of the DC input

voltage, so it provides the variable frequency source

required to attain such speed control. Furthermore, the

magnitude of the output voltage is also proportional to the

DC input voltage, so the maximum torque attainable remains

nearly constant since the flux density is approximately

constant. By the use of phase-locking techniques described

by Milnes in [2], two or more of the basic circuits may

be combined to provide a polyphase power supply. Since the

output of the converter is a square wave, the effect of

square voltage wave excitation on the torque of an induction

machine must be determined »

The operation of the basic circuit, the phase-locking

principle and the effect of phase-locking on operation of

the basic circuit, and the effect of applying square voltage

waves to an induction machine will all be analyzed theoret-

ically. Insofar as possible, the predictions of theory will

be checked experimentally.





CHAPTER 2

PROCEDURE

In both the analytical study and the experimental work,

the procedure has been to start with the simple and proceed

to the more complex o For example. In the theoretical

analysis, the basic circuit is first analyzed for operation

with passive loads, then the phase-locking principle is

studied, after which the operation of the converter with

phase-locking elements included is determined. These

analys^es place the limits on the load which can be placed

across the output and Indicate the departure of operation

from the ideal case. The analytical portion of the thesis

is then completed with the analysis of the effect of square

voltage wave excitation on the torque-speed characteristics

of the polyphase induction motor.

In the experimental phase of the thesis, a similar

procedure is followed. The basic single-phase converter

is designed and assembled and then tested to determine

operation with various passive loads. Then, successively,

two-phase and three-phase circuits are assembled and tested.

The object of the experimental portion is to determine

degrees of agreement with theory and practical limits of

operation o Therefore, information of interest Includes

range of input voltage over which satisfactory operation is

obtained, frequency of output for a given input voltage,
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range of frequency obtainable, and power level of the output,

This information is readily obtained once the circuit is

properly operating.

As will be developed in the analysis of the basic cir-

cuit, the problem of starting an Induction motor using the

switching circuit is a difficult one. For proper operation,

the circuit requires a certain minimum load impedance, and

the induction motor, at starting, is almost a short circuit.

Tnerefore, the phase of the experimental work concerned with

applying the switching circuit output to the windings of an

induction motor consists of trying to devise schemes for

introducing impedance into the load in order to maintain

oscillatory operation of the switching circuit.

The thesis follows, in general, the outline of proce-

dure given above.





CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS OF SWITCHING CIRCUIT OPERATION

5.1 Basic Circuit

The basic switching circuit proposed by Royer in [l] is

shown in Figure I. The operation of this circuit has been

described in terms of core saturation in both [l] and [2],

While such explanation does express the mode of operation of

the circuit, it leaves many questions unanswered. By analyz-

ing the circuit as a negative resistance oscillator, a more

complete picture of the operation may be obtained and, in

particular, the importance of the load impedance level shows

up clearly.

lAjJ^

N,

IB X-^

Output

Fig. I. Basic switching circuit.

Obviously, one-half of the circuit may be investigated

at a time since, when one transistor is conducting, the

other is blocking and does not affect the output. The





analysis is carried out in detail in Appendix A, but the

asBumptions made in the analysis are important and include

the following

t

1. Tlie transistors are perfect switches, i.e., when
blocked the leakage current is negligible and is
assumed to be zero.

2. Leakage inductances of the core windings are
negligible. This assumption simplifies the
analysis considerably and is Justified by the
fact that these Inductances do not fundamentally
affect circuit operation.

5* Winding resistances of the core windings may be
lumped with other resistances in the circuit

o

4. Based on (2) and {3)f, the windings may be
represented as ideal transformers

»

Granted these assumptions, we are able to look into

the circuit of the "N" windings, with the magnetising

inductances and load being taken out of the circuit . The

circuit may then be reduced to the form shown in Fig. II.

T:ie piecewlse-llnear model of the transistor is the con-

ventional representation of a transistor in saturation.

EZH

-AAAA/ saAaaA-

V nt-

-jvMi-

Pig. II. Representation of conducting half of switching
circuit for break-point analysis.





Using conventional methods of break-point analysis, the

v-i characteristic of the circuit can be determined. Then,

from symmetry considerations, the picture may be completed

by adding the effect of the other half of the circuit, the

resultant v-i characteristic being shown in Fig. III. The

quantities of interest are as followEj:

^ nRb V l-a y

^o l-a(n^-i) v-'^

"«^"^^^^« Rb- r^+ ^wz (5)

Rs= rs+r,,i (6)

n - Ny^^ (7)

Mote that R^ is negative for any noi^itial value of the

turns ratio, so that the circuit, as seen from the magnetis-

ing inductance of the core, displays the volt-ampere

characteristic of a negative-resistance oscillator.





-SLOPE lAo r'i SLOPE lA'

/ V

Vo /

\ 1 /

V

._\l
/ ^°

Fig. III. V"i characteristic of switching circuit as
viewed from magnetising inductance of core.

3.2 Effect of Load on Basic Circuit v-1 Characteristic

Based on the foregoing, the circuit may be represented

by the magnetizing inductance and the load placed across

the teri'flinals of a black box whose v-i characteristic is

known o This representation is shown in Fig. IV.

Fig. rv. Representation of switching circuit and load.

For the moment, assume that the magnetizing inductance

is infinite and that the load is resistive. Then if we

lump the winding resistance of the load and the load itself

and call the resultant resistance R, , we can look in at the
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v»-i' terminals and observe the effect of R^ on circuit

operation. As shown in Pigc V, the effect of the load is

to change the value of the negative resistance » The

Figo V. v'~i' characteristics of load and negative
resistance oscillator, showing the effect
of R, on operation

o

practical importsmce of this is obvious in that if R^.

equals R (R being defined by Eq\.'.ation (?)), the circuit

no longer looks like a negative resistance, so oscillatory-

behavior will not occur o This poses a difficult problem

to the purpose of this thesis for it is hoped to apply the

output of this circuit to the stator windings of an induc-

tion motor. Since, at starting, the resistance of an in-

duction motor is very nearly zero, the effect of placing

this motor directly across the switching circuit output

may be to stop the oscillations of that circuit.
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Therefore, at starting, some means will have to be devised

to make the load present a high impedance to the switching

circuit

.

5o3 Osoillatory Behavior of the Basic Circuit

It has so far been shown that the basic circuit displays

a negative resistance portion in its vclt-ainpere characteris-

tic, and it has been implied that this can lead to oscillatory

behavior « This effect will now be ^howa^

When we look into the N windings of the basic circuit

from the magnetizing inductance of the core, we see the v-i

characteristic shown in Fig^ Vl(a) « For simplicity, the case

/v<it .

(a> (I)

Fiig. VI. (a.) v-i characteristic of switching circuit.
(b) Typical hysteresis loop for core material.
Letters refer to particular states in the operation.

where R^^ is infinite is shown. If some finite value of R^ is

taken (so long as R^^ is greater in magnitude than R ) , the
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only effect is to change the slopes of the v-1 characteris-

tic j the principle remains the same.

Suppose that the initial state of the core is at point

A in Pig. VI (ta). On the v-i curve in Figo VI (a), this

point is located as shown. So there is some voltage, V ,

across the windings and a magnetir:ing current, I , flowing

in the windings. So far as the v-i curve is concerned, this

state remains while the core absorbs 2\„ = 2N<i>„ volt seconds.
s s

After this absorption, the core i^s at point B, as indicated

in Figo VI (b). So far as the v~i cwrre is concerned points

A and B are identical

.

At point B, the core saturates and the voltage and

current are constrained to operate on the v-i characteristic

and are related by

v-L,iL (8)

SO the current and voltage increase (volts.ge becomes less

negative) along the path BC, indicated in Fig. VI (a). At

point C on the v-i curve, the current cannot continue to

increase in accordance with Equation (8) because the v-i

locus will not allow it. So, still referring to Fig. VI (a),

operation switches almost Instantaneously to point D. (The

time interval here depends upon the switching time of the

transistor.) At point D, the v-i locus is such that the

relationship given in Equation (8) may again be satisfied,

so both current and voltage decrease until point E on the

hysteresis loop is reached, at which time the core desaturates.

11





Voltages and currents then ramain constant while the core

once more absorbs 2\ volt seconds. At that point, satura-
s

tion again occurs and the same sort of operation as is

deser3.bed above is repeated to close the oscillation loop.

Looked at as a function of time the voltages and

currents appear as shown in Figo VII. If the saturation

X. —

>

Figp VII » Current and voltage waveforjiis in steady
state operation of switching transistor circuit

.

inductance v/ere zero and if the transistors switched

instantaneously, the transition from B to E and F to A

would be instantaneous and a perfect square wave output

would be obtained. Furthermore, the frequency of operation

would depend solely on the time it takes for the core to go

12





from negative to positive saturation, i.e,,

ZXs = V,At (9)

where At is the time for one half cycle to occur. Then, we

have

which is the fundamental frequency relationship for this

circuit

•

One interesting fact is immediately evident. In the

usual approach to analyzing the operation of this circuit,

the frequency relationship has been written with E replacing

V in Equation (lO). Neglecting other time intervals in the
1

cycle (i.e. assuming L is zero and transistor switches

instantaneously), for any non-zero value of R„, the ideal
s

frequency is approached more and more closely as n^R, is

made very muc)

ing equation i

made very much larger than R„ „ This is shown by the follow-
s

Vt=(E-URs) jn!_R^_ (11)
Rs+n^Rb

Since I^„R-, is very much smaller than E, it can be neglected,

so the importance of the n^R-u term in determining the devia-

tion of the frequency from that predicted for the ideal case

is evident. Unfortunately, as can be seen by reference to

Equation (3), an increase in the quantity n^R, also increases

R^, thus increasing the minimum allowable load impedance.

Insofar as operation of the basic circuit is concerned,

the only other question of importance concerns the relative

13





magnitudes of the various time intervals in determining

frequency

.

3.4 Importance of Various Time Intervals in Determining
Frequency

Reference to Pig. VII shows that two parasitic time

intervals exist in any given cycle, that is, the time to go

from B to C and from D to E, and the switching time of the

transistor (C to D). We can find the time to go from D to

(x to account for the intervals from B to C and D to E, and

the switching time of the transistor may be estimated using

the high-frequency equivalent circuit.

To determine the time involved in going from D to G,

we can use Equation (8) and the following relationship:

v= /RsnlRb_U + _EnlRb. (12)

Tliis calculation is made in Appendix B, using repre-

sentative values of the circuit paraiaeters, and shows that

the time interval involved in one complete cycle is approx-

imately twenty-five micro-seconds.

In order to estimate the switching time of the trans-

istor^ the high-frequency piecewise-linear model of the

transistor given in [4] is used. Again calculations are

included in Appendix B and show that the switching time of

the transistor is of the order of micro-seconds, so the

time interval for switching the transistors is negligible.

When we consider the fact that the maximum frequency

we are interested in for our purposes is 100 cps, we see

14





that the minimum period we will be dealing with is ten milli-

seconds | therefore, neither of the parasitic time intervals

is of any consequence in determining the frequency of opera-

tion of the oscillator.

5»5 Conclusions Concerning Operation of the Basic Circuit

Based on the foregoing, the follo^^'lng important conclu-

sions can be made with regard to operation of the single

phase switching-transistor circuit:

1. There is a minimijm value of load impedance, below
which oscillatoj:»y behavior of the switching
circuit ceases

«

2. Because of the aforementioned restriction on the
value of load impedance, the po'-s'er which can be
delivered to the load is llMlted, (Since P «»

5e The frequency of operation approaches more closely
the ideal predicted frequency as the quantity
nSR is increased o Unfortunately, increasing
n^R! has the concomitant effect of increasing the
minSmuia alloiuable load ImDed^Jice.

4. Parasitic time intervals are of no consequence in
determining frequency of operation of the circuit
over the range in which we are interested.

The next step Is to investigate the phase-locking

principle and deteraine the effect of phase-locking on the

operation of the basic circuit o

15





CHAPTER 4

POLYPHASE SWITCHING CIRCUITS

4.1 Phase-locking Principle

By utilising phase-locking techniqiieB proposed by Milnes

in [2], two or more of the converters described in Chapter 3

may be locked together with their oi^tput differ2.ng in phase

by any desired amount. In this chapter,, a. circuit in which

two of the basic converters are looked together with a 120

phase difference will be described. In order to construct a

three-phase system, it is then simply necessary to add

another converter locked 120° behind the other two

.

In order to link the basic converters to form polyphase

systems, the arrangement shown in Fig, VIII is used. In this

arrangement, the elements designated L and L are saturable
1 2

reactors, the volt -time ratings of which are adjusted to

provide the desired phase difference between the outputs,

V and V .

The analysis of the basic converter circuit as a

negative-resistanoe device led to many interesting conclu-

sions with regard to its operation, particularly giving an

insight into the effect of various circuit parameters on

operation. In analysing the phase-locking principle, this

technique is not useful. Instead, operation is conveniently

investigated in terms of volt-time aS:*eas.
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Pig. VIII. Arrangeriient for* locking two converters together
with predetermined phase shift between the outputs

Tlie desired output wavefoinns are shown in Fig. IX (a)

and (b)o Now, reference to Fig. VIII shows that, with wind-

ing polarities as indicated, (V +V ) N^VNt appears across L
1 2 ^J' 1 1

and (V ~V ) N-^/Nt appears across L . These sum and differ-12^1 2

ence voltages are shown in Fig. IX (c) and (d).

Fig. IX (c) and (d) show that for the phase difference

desired, the volt -time rating of L must be twice that of L .

2 1

It is now desired to relate the vclt-time ratings of the
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(a) V,

'%-

(c) K+Vj^yi
Nt

-H ^4 1-
t

(d)Nr^i^Wji-
k-'^/3

Figo IX. Output voltages from two-phg-se circuit and sum and
difference voltages which appear across saturable
reactors

•

saturable reactors to that of the main windings « First, we

recognize that in any half cycle each of the saturable

reactors goes from negative saturation to positive satura-

tion. Tlien we can say that in one half-cycle, L absorbs?

2V, Ns 3L volt sees.

Ni 6
(15)

and L absorbs

:

2

2V, ^li X volt sees.
^ N, 3

In this half-cycle, the main windings absorb

V^ m = 2N,(t)5 volt sees.

18
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frona which we can solve for T.

We then observe that L and L together absorb:
1 2

% N3_T= ZNj_ 4)^ + ^N^^ct)^^ volt sees. (l6)
N

whei"e 1^, and ^^ ^^^ "t'^^® satu.rr'atlon fl'xces of L and L ,

1 2
respectively.

Tlien, using the fact that the volt-tirne rating of L
2

must be twice that of L , and assuir^ing that ^j equals ^,
^ 12

(as it X'^rill in the practical Gase)^ we find that:

N^.ct). - 2 N3(t)s (17)

and

N.,((). = ^N,
())s (18)

o

Equations (l?) and (l8) are the fuiidaiAental relationship

between the volt -tine ratings of the saturable z'eactors and

the volt-tirie ratings of the phase-locking circuit turns (N^,)

on the main cores when two con'^rerters are locked together

with 1^0° phase shift.

How dvoes this assure the desired phase-locking? If the

outputs are not out of phase bjr 120^, the sum and difference

voltages will be different from those shown in Pig. IX. For

example, if the ou.tputs are out of phase by less than 120°,

the Slim (V +V ) Nv^N, will appear across L earlier than is
1 2 P' 1 1

shown in Figure DC (c). However, L is designed to absorb

a certain number of volt-seconds, so, after absorbing this

designed amount, it will saturate. The sum voltage will then

19





appear across the rectifier bridge, thence across the resist-

ance In the base circuit of transistor lA in such a direction

as to make the transistor non-conducting. (Refer to Pig.

VIII.) Thus, the transistor will switch rooner than it would

have without phase-locking. By following cycles of this sort

the two circuits finally arrive at the desired phase rela-

tionship. A more detailed discussion of the above action for

a quadrature phase-locking circuit isj given in [2]. It

should be mentioned that investigation of the phase -locking

action in detail shows that the relationships given in Equa-

tions (17) and (18) are not exact in the practical case, but

that the volt-time ratings of the saturable reactors should

be slightly less than those ideal valiies [2]. The discrep-

ancy is small and is not amenable to precise prediction, so

in designing the circuit it is desirable to provide taps on

the windings on L and L in order to permit adjustment of

the number of turns to give exactly the desired phase shift.

4.2 Effect of Phase -locking on Operation of Switching
Circuit

In this section we are interested in determining the

effect of introducing phase-locking on the operation of the

basic circuit. That is to say, how does it affect the con-

verter operating as a negative-resistance oscillator?

The analysis is made in detail in Appendix C. In

order to simplify the equations, the two-phase circuit is

analyzed, extension to the three-phase case being made by

deduction. In order to make this analysis it is necessary





to regard all transformers in the circuit as ideal except for

winding resistance. Accordingly, self-inductances of the

windings are assumed to be zero and magnetizing inductances

are assumed to be infinite.

As shown in Appendix C, the basic effect in the steady

state of adding the phase-locking circuit is to modify the

v-i characteristic as seen from the load. The slope of the

negative resistance portion (R in Fig. Ill) is changed in

accordance with the following relation:

p'= R.(R + Rb) (19)
^° Rbd+K)

where R, is as defined in Equation (5), R^ is defined in

Equation {j>) , R is the resistance introduced into the base

circuit of each of the transistors (See Fig. VIII), and K is

defined by the following:

^ ^ nIm[n(i-aXR^Rb)4-aRj

[^imRRs \T l-a(n4-i)

N^ ri-a(n+n1 R
Ni n(l-a) (R-^Rb) (20)

iR+Rbr'^_

where I is the magnetizing current of the main core (for

example, see Fig. Vl(b)) and other quantities have been pre-

viously defined. The magnitude of K is normally small but,

•whatever its magnitude, the effect is to make R larger.

Therefore, the most important result of introducing

phase-locking in the two-phase case is to increase the value

of the negative-resistance portion of the v-i characteristic

as seen from the load, thus increasing the minimum allowable

load impedance for oscillatory operation.
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In the three-phase case, the effect is even more pro-

nounced in that the center converter sees more additional

resistance because of the additional phase-locking windings

so that the quantity, K, in Equation (19) will be further

increased, thus increasing R once more.

These effects are all observed experimentally. Each

time the number of phases is increased in going from single-

phase to three-phase operation, it is found necessary to

increase the minimum load resistance to sustain oscillatory

operation.
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CHAPTER 5

DESIGN OF THREE-PHASE
SWITCHING-TRANSISTOR CONTSRTERS

5.1 The Three-phase Circuit

As is mentioned in Section 4.1, the th::»ee-phase switching-

transistor circuit is made up of three converters, each differ-

o ^^
ing in phase from the othersby 120 . Sucty'arrangement is shown

in Fig. X. In this scheme, the volt-time ratings of L^ and L,

are equal, as are those of L^ and Lu. The volt-time rating of

L^^ and L^, is twice that of L-, and Lg. In actual practice, the

converters are supplied from the same D.C. source, three differ-

ent sources being shown in Fige X in order to simplify the

diagrajin <>

Tlie design of the particular circuit used In experimental

work' for this thesis is outlined in Appendix E, the following

procedure being given for the general case.

5«^ Determination of Number of Turns on Cores

Tn.e first step is to determine the number of turns to be

used in the various windings shown in Fig. X. For design

purposes, the frequency relationship given in Equation (lO)

may be approximated by the ideal relationship which follows:

f= _L_^ (21)

In order to solve for N , three quantities, f, E, and ,

are required, p' is a function of the core material and

dimensions and is assumed known. For a constant frequency
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Fig. X.

Three-phase Switching Circuit.
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circuit, f is known uniquely. In the variable frequency case,

it is the maxiraijim frequencjr at which the converter is desired

to operate o The input voltage, E, is dependent upon collector

characteristics of the transistor operating in the common

emitter configuration and upon the maximum allowable collector-

to-emitter voltage for the transistor. This last characteris-

tic gives the maximum allowable valua of input voltage . In

this oonnectiori, it must bft; rem'^mbersd that when the trans-

istor is cut off, twi«e the input voltage appears across

collector-to--eiiiitter, so the maximum peramlssible input voltage

is one-half the maximum allowable collector-to-emitter voltage.

Knowing all these quantities, N may be calculated. If

it is Important that the maximum frequency of operation be

achieved, the calculation should be for some input voltage

less than the maximum allowable sincv?, as was shown in Section

5.5i. the voltage whicli appears across the core is less than E.

N is deteiYiiiined by the amount of base current required

to saturate the transistor . Referring to typical collector

characteristics for the transistor in the common emitter con-

figuration, as shown in Figo XI, a load line for the maximum

allowable voltage is chosen so as to obtain the maximum

possible power from the transistor when saturated. For the

present, assume that this load line is as shown. It can be

seen that in order to saturate the transistor (I = 400 ma),

the base current must be about 10 ma. Then, knowing the value

of the resistances in the base^ the voltage required across





ui

o
7
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o

:i
o
u

do '2«e 'BOO 400 fee &eo

COLLECTOR CUKREMT ^ mvij-i Awe^t*)

Fig- Xi. Typiaal collector characteristics for power
transistor in common emitter configuration.

the "N " winding to give this required base current may be
2

detei^minedc Knowing this, the turns ratio, N /N , may be
2 1

found for the maximum input voltage » In the practical

case . N ms.y be chosen larger than the value indicated by
2

the above to provide a safety factor and assure saturation.

It nvist be recognized, however, that this will increase

dissip»^tion in the base*

Tliere is no particular requirement on the value of N-,

except that when the phase-locking saturable reactors do

saturate, the voltage which appears across R in the base

circuit of the transistor (see Fig«. X) must be sufficient to

overcome the voltage across N and block the transistor,
2

Tlierefore, it should be sufficient to make N^z equal to No*

It should be mentioned that it is desirable to make N-, as

small as possible in order to limit winding resistance

losses and to reduce the total number of turns on a corev
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Having chosen a value of N^, the required number of turns

on the phase-locking saturable reactors may be determined from

Equations (l?) and (l8).

Based upon the above, the number of turns in all the wind-

ings indicated in Fig. X may be determined. Another important

factor in this design is the determination of the load line

shown in Fig. XI.

5.3 Determination of Load Line for Maximum Power Output

In this discussion, the circuit shown in Pig. XII will be

investigated. Essentially, this is what we would like the

N.a SN, fRj_

Fig. XII. Transistor in common-emitter configuration.

basic converter circuit to reduce to when the transistor is

saturated. (This presumes that V, is chosen to give this

condition.) Then, provided there were no other limitation

on the value of load impedance, R- would be chosen in order

that the maximum power would be delivered to the load, that

is, so that the transistor is delivering all the power it

can without exceeding the maximum current rating. It should

be noted that the circuit used in experimental work in con-

nection with this thesis was designed on this basis.
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However, as was shown in Section 5*2, the choice of R,

is not an independent one in this switching circuit, for it

must be larger in magnitude than the negative resistance

portion of the v-i characteristic of the circuit. Therefore,

if the maximum amount of power is to be delivered to the

load, R must be minimized. Reference to Equation (3)

(Equation (19) for the polyphase case), shows that R is a

function of the collector-to-base transformer turns ratio,

the total resistance in the base circuit, and the current

amplification factor of the transistor. Of interest is the

ability of the designer to minimize R by controlling the

values of the first two of these factors. With regard

to the turns ratio, n, we have:

aR. - [1-Q(n4n1 [2nRJl-a)] - [n^Rb(l-a)]M (22)
^"^ [l-a(nH-i)]^

Equating this to zero and solving for n, we find:

n =i::k = 2(i-a) (23)

in which case

Ro .
= -4-(l-Q^'Rb (24)

But this result requires that N be greater than N , which is
2 1

totally unrealistic. Therefore, it is concluded that the

best the designer can do, in choosing this turns ratio to

reduce the value of R , is to make n as small as possible con-

sistent with acceptable amounts of dissipation in the base

circuit

.
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The primary means of minimizing R is, then, to reduce

the value of total resistance in the base. This resistance

is comprised of the transistor base resistance, the winding

resistance in the base, and the external resistance, R, in-

troduced into the base in the phase-locking circuit (Refer

to Fig. X). By proper design of the core windings, the

second may be made very small. The external resistance, R,

is also small, so the most important resistance in the base

circuit is the non-controllable base resistance of the trans-

istor itself.

The problem reduces to minimizing all resistances in

the circuit by careful design of the core windings and by

introducing the smallest possible resistance into the base

for phase-locking. Then, by Judicious choice of the turns

ratio, n, the magnitude of R may be controlled. It must be

remembered, however, that there is a limit on the value of

turns ratio below which dissipation in the base becomes

undesirably large. This dissipation, besides representing

a loss of power, also results in internal heating of the

transistor.

No simple rule can be given for determining the load

line for maximum power output since so many factors enter

into the problem. However, the principles outlined above

do give the designer a point of departure.
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CHAPTER 6

OPERATION OF INDUCTION MOTOR EXCITED BY
POLYPHASE SWITCHING CIRCUIT OUTPUT

6ol Technique of Analysis

In the analysis which follows, an idealized model of the

rotating electrical machine will be used and constraints will

be applied to make it operate as an induction motor. The

tsshniques employed are those developed in the course in

Electric Power Modulators (6,06) given at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. The analysis will be made of a two-

ph&ge machine since the results are perfectly general and can

be applied to the three-phase case by making a symmetrical

coiGiponent transformation •

The following assumptions are made with regard to the

machim® i

lo Rotor and stator are non-salient, i.e., the air gap
is uniform.

2. The stator w5.ndings are symmetrical and sinusoidally
distributed in space quadrature.

3. The permeability of the iron is infinite.

^•o Slot effects may be neglected.

6.2 Equations Describing Machine

Prom [5] we have the following relations for the

generalized electromechanical power modulator:

R'+ pL/ O

R^ 4- pL^ pLu*''sin(J) pL^^''aDS(j>

pL/^cos4) pL/smCJ) R^+pL/ ^0
bpL^'sinCJ) pL/'cosC}) O R + pL/_

'a

Lb" (25)
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Te = L^'^[(La"b - t-b<-^^)cos(t) -(lo^'^ia.^ + ib ib^ )s.n<t)] (26)

where the currents and voltages are measured on the fixed

stator and moving rotor. In discussing the induction motor,

it is more convenient to represent the rotor currents and

voltages which are moving in space by equivalent quantities

which are stationary with respect to the stator. To do this,

the o/~/9j d-q transformation is employed:

V
Vj

1

1

coscj)

sine))

<

Sine]) K
C0S(1)_ K

(27)

Applying this transformation to Equations (25) and (26),

the following are obtained:

^d'

"i J

L^ p

sr

Sr

L^
P

and

(28)

(29)

By applying various constraints to Equation (28), the

performance of the induction motor may be studied for any

conditions of interest. In this thesis, we are Interested

in the effect of varying line frequency and voltage on maximum

torque and in the effect of harmonic content in the applied

voltage on the torque-speed characteristics, as well as the
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effect of these harmonics on heat generation in the machine.

These factors are all studied in the following sections.

6o3 Effect of Harmonic Content in Applied Voltage on Torque

In previous analyses [5]» the voltage applied to the

stator windings of an induction machine has been represented

"by a single sinusoid. Since the object of this thesis is to

apply the output of the polyphase switching circuit to the

stator windings, the effect of such excitation on the torque-

speed characteristics of the machine must be determined.

Furthermore, the effect of this excitation on machine heating

may be important. This last will be discussed in the follow-

ing section.

For the case of balanced two -phase excitation, the stator

excitation voltages may be represented by the following:

^j -^l-U^''<R^U""^') (30)
n=i n

n odd

s 4V ^ -(,

n odd

^..^l -Jil"^'^,(,^— "/^) (31)

where 2V is the peak to peak magnitude of the applied square

wave. If we then define the following complex quantities:

W s A zUT^^A/ (32)

^ , . . n+l -JnTTA
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can write

Vx - i ^- [v.; €''"'] (^)
n = i

n odd

v/-i </?e [ V,:e^"'^*
]

(35)

Note that

i

nr 1

n odd

^: = (-J)" V„/ (36)

Now we recognize that in an induction motor the rotor

windings are shorted so that V,"'^ and Vq^ are constrained to

be zero J so all the voltage constraints on Equation (28) are

known.

In order to solve Equations (28) and (29), it is assumed

that mechanical transients are very long compared to elec-

trical transients. Therefore, the aforementioned equations

may be solved for any desired steady-state value of mechani-

cal speed of rotation. Furthermore, in the steady-state with

sinusoidal excitation, the operator "p" in Equation (28) may

be replaced by jw^ providing the voltages and currents are

represented in their complex forms.

Since the applied voltage is comprised of an infinite

series of sinusoids, the effect of all must be included. The

substitutions mentioned in the preceding paragraph convert

Equation (28) to a set of linear differential equations with

constant coefficients, so superposition applies. Therefore,

we solve for the n component in the steady state and obtain

the general result by summing n components, where n goes from
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one to infinity. Subject to these conditions. Equation (28)

becomes t

Sr

jnu)L^"' ^m^u^^ R'+jnooL/ OJ^Luc^
(57)

-U3^L/' jncoL^^' -UJ^L^" R''+jnu)L/

where ti In the frequency of the fundamental component of the

square waves and cj is the mechanical speed (equals J^) » How
in

we define the following:

(33)

:; ^ R"+jnuJL/ (59)

Sr\'
Z, t z;z:-(jr^u.L/0 (HO)

(tl)

By substituting Equations {'^B) and (59) in Equation (^7)

and solving for the currents, the following equations are

obtained t

T^ =^^: Zz + jZi
(42)

J -L^n

x:=
Lj^Vocn (nuj-cu^)
ijit

Z2.+JZ,

(^^3)

(41^)
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T •• - _ -T (^5)

for n=«l,5^9, ....
and

±0,. - -y s

" 7

(.'^6)

^. =^^JL.

1:: =

('r/')

(^B)

-'-^n JJ-dA {tS)

for n " 5^ 7> 11* . . . .

T;ie algebra involved in obtaining Equations (42) through

(49) is outlined in Appendix D.

Having these expressions, the contribution of each hai'nionic

to torque may be found. Since only like hairmonics interact to

prcduca avers.ge torqus, it is again possi'ole to consider each

haiiTionic independently azid then obtain the total torque by

sui.iiip.ing the individual contributions

.

th thConsider the n " haiT.ionic . Tlie complex n harmonic

currents in the windings may be represented by a magnitude and

a phase angle, for exa^mple:

s

(50)
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If all the currents are written in this form and the inst^.n-"

taneous currents obtained therefrom, the following relations

result

:

S. _ T S / J. ,
^Sl^^=I^ cos(nujt+e) n^l,5,9'-'

= -I^'cos(nujt ^e""] h= 3,7,11 ••

(51)

(51a)

(52)

;52a)

(55a)

= -1^,"" cos(nwt +6^-^Wz) = I^'' Sin(nu)t4 Q') r\^ 3,7 H- •

(f-,!;.-)

Using the above equations and forming the products

indicated in Equation (29), we have:

,
s . r T s T r fsin (6'^-e^^ . Sin (2nujt4-(

n r,

•i
^

i
^ = T ' I

'

•^^ Ld^ - ip i^

51^(6"- e^)
. sm(2v^uot+eVe^')

^rl5.9-- (55)

n--3,7,n-- (55a)

^ ^ ^ I
n= 1,5,9-- (fbo)

= -i;i
Si

J

_i_ /^ __
^ h^3,7,ll-' (5bE)
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The time-varying terms in the above equations produce no

average torque. Substituting average values in Equation (29),

the following expressions for average electromechanical torque

result

:

-T- P
'^n- L/^[l,^i;sin(e^-en] n=l,5,9

= ^L/^[-Ci:sin(e^e^)] lr^=37 tl

(57)

(57a)

This result is not particularly useful, but it can be

converted to useful form if we consider the following:

= -i;ei«^[-iy't*'—^•>] = -lY -sin(6^-e'VjcosCe'-e^)] (58a)

Similarly:

•/«S

%rK = l^
,-'^'''"'"'1:,'^'

- 1:1: [sin(©'-©n+jcos(.e=-e0] -,A^-(59)

•1 'i'"' = -in sin(e^-e1+jcosCeVJj n--:j^7,ii(59a)

So we can write:

-ci.r^i;rv =^i:i: s^ce^-e^) n-,i.5,9'' (eo

= "^d;s•ln(e'-©"') n^3,7JJ.- (60a)
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The right hand side of the above equations is of the sane

form as the bracketed terms in Equations (57) and (57a)

•

Using Equations (43), (^5), (^7), and (49), we now write:

-z:c-v:%: =
-i.:C" - ^r i;: = 2 ^e [-r,„^ i^: *]

.. us- (61

)

Combining the developments of Equations (57) through (61),

we obtain the following expression for torque.

PTe,-^L/^^e [-I^.^/^] n.,.3,5.- (62)

Performing the operations required by the above equation,

we find:

Te. =
n 2.r\bjS^

y^r ^,r ^

_Sn J L'^WSn 'JJ
n = i.59

(63)

where (64)

Te = P
^ ZnOJS; n s

g^^j^rlR^

So'

It
+

(65)

n c 3,7, 11 • "

where
/ Z^ hUJ-4-(jL)yy^

s. =n — nuj (66)

Again, the algebra involved in obtaining these equations

is outlined in Appendix D.
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Now, the results given In Equations (63) and (65) must be

interpreted* There is no difficulty in interpreting Equation

(6j>) ; harmonics 1, 5^ 9> etc,, all give rise to normal motor

action, operating with a slip less than one. With regard to

Equation (65), it is seen that motor action is produced by

harmonics '3, 7, 11, etc., also, but in a direction opposite to

the direction of rotation.

This result could have been predicted from consideration

of the direction of rotation of the various harmonic fluxes

»

In Fig. XIII are shown the fundamental and two harmonics of

Fig. XIiI. Fundamental and first two harmonics of two
square waves displaced 90° in time.

two square waves displaced 90° in time. If the m wave is

taken as the reference, vectors for the various components

may be drawn, as shown in Fig. XIII, for t « 0. We see that

in the first, fifth, etc., harmonic, the o^ wave leads the j3

wave, whereas the of wave lags the p wave in the third,
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seventh., etc o ^ harmonics » The effect of the latter :1s to

produce vjaves traveling in the reverse direction. Tliei^efore,

the resultant flux travels in the rever^se direction with the

rsBxilt that negative torque is produced. In effect, the

negative torque-producing harmonics have reversed the leads

to the motor.

It must be determined whether this negative torque is of

sufficient importance to necessitate consideration of intro-

ducing filters into the circuit to remove the harmonic con-

tent of the switching circuit output. Substituting the

expressions for the exciting voltage from Equation (52) in

the torque expressions, we find:

Sn H^WS,

h= 1.5,9

(67)

P /i6V^ l_
"2 Irr'^ jr?ojs;

l^^^ R^

4- r^*^ Sr^>^ r, s i(

ncos
, + nw L/^'-U L/

n --3,7,11 .

The appearance of the factor, n*"^, in the denominator

indicates that the hanaonics may not be too important as

regards torque production c It is not possible to make any

absolute tJtatement in this regard, however, for the

Importance ot the various haiiiionics vjill depend on the

relative magnitudes of the parameters of any given machine

.

(67a)
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In order to illustrate the effects of the harmonics, however,

the torque-speed curve for motor action in the frequency range

of the fundamental was calculated for arbitrarily assumed

values of the various parameters . In order to get a picture

of the curves over the entire speed range, maximum torque pro-

duced by each harmonic was also calculated. These calculations,

given in Appendix D, result in torque-speed curves of the form

shown in Fig. XIV.

For this particular assumed machine, vie see that the

hanaonics have negligible effect torque-wise on operation.

This result cannot be applied to the general case; rather,

curves such as those shown in Fig. XIV should be calculated for

any given machine of interest in order to determine the

importance of the various harmonics in torque production.

Now, the above analysis is for the case of a two -phase

machine with balanced two-phase excitation. Early in this

chapter it was stated that this result could be used to obtain

the expressions for the three-phase machine by making a

S5?Tnmetrical component transformation. Tliis is true, but the

process would be long and tedious. We can apply the two-pha.se

result qualitatively to the three-phase case by realizing that

the primary effect of going to three-phase machine is to change

the phase relationships of the various harmonics. Again con-

sider the rotating fields which are set up in this case . In

Fig. XV are shown the fundamental and two harmonics of three

square waves displaced 120 in time. We observe that the first,
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Pig. XV » Fundajnental and first two harmonics of three
square waves displaced 12Co in time.

seventh, thirteenth, etco, harmonics produce motor action in

the direction of rotation, whereas the fifth, eleventh,

seventeenth, etc., produce motor action opposing rotation.

Tlie third, ninth, etc., harmonics are in phase, hence

produce no torque

«

So in the case of the three-phase machine excited by

balanced three-phase square wave voltages, the harmonics have

negligible effect in producing torque, since each harmonic

torque will be attenuated roughly as the reciprocal of the

third power of the order number of the harmonic. Since

these harmonics contribute little to torque production, it

may be best to filter them out of the square wave and apply
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only the fundamental to the induction motor. Whether or not

this is important will be shown in the next section, where

losses are discussed

«

61.4 Losses Due to Harmonic Content of Applied Voltage
loss JU1

Tlie rotor coppe^due to any n^ harmonic may be

represented by the following relation [6]i

TJsing Equations (67) and (67a), this can be written as:

P - P /lfev'\ 1 / U ^ I (sq)
floss- 2 In^n^

]
\],JR:,lJ^R^]X[KA\r^u){L/'-L/L/)]^ ^ ^^

A£5 in the case of harmonic contributions to torque, the

iiisportanca of this loss depends upon the paraiaeters of the

partioular machine being considered. In order to get some

idea of the importance of the losses, calculations are made

in Appendix D for the machine already considered. In the

calculation, it is assumed that the motor is operating at a

slip of 10^ relative to the fundamental $>

The calculation shows that, considering only the

fun.damental and first two harmonics, efficiency (neglecting

other losses) falls from 90^ with the fundamental alone to

72.5^ when the fundamental and first two hai-monics are

included » Presumably the effect is even more pronounced

when more harmonics are considered ? Furthermore, the

harmonics develop relatively large rotor copper losses,
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contributing, in fact, far more powe^r* to undesirable heating

than to mechanical pov/er to the load.

We can conclude, therefore, that, although the harmonic

content in the voltage has negligible effect on torque-speed

characteri3tic3, the power losses associated v/ith these

har^iAonirifi a:.^e of app:.'*eciable M£<,gL>.lt^\de, yossibly larger than

those contrilbuted by the fundaiviental . Tlierefore, it is

desirable to filter the hanaonicB out of the suitching-

circiiit output and apply only the fundeiiental to the induction

inotoro

^•5 Efft'^c t of Varying Line Frequencty and Voltage on
MajT.lmurA Torque

In this section only the fundar.iental component of applied

voltage vjill be studied o Tlie harmonics have little effect on

torque and, as was shown in tlie preceding section, are

actually undesirable from the standpoint of efficiency and

heating and shouM be filtered out

.

From Equation (67);. the expression for the torque produced

by the fiindajnental is

:

Te -^(i^]A. / n.„. ,
-,-.4::k . , , .O.V (70)

It is desired to determine the effect of varying frequency and

magnitude of applied voltage on the maximum torque produced.

In Appendix D it is shown that the slip for maximum torque is:

S^-±R'
z

(u)UM^+R
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Equation (70) may be reviritten as follows:

Substituting (71) and (72) and solving, we obtain:

72)

'^m-4U"^j ^^V^^^^ 1[(u)L/)^R^^J \y\^V-^'''f^(^'^')"]

For the particular machine studied in Appendix D, the

above equation shows that the maxiniujn torque increases in

direct proportion to the increase in frequency (since v/hen

frequency is doubled, input voltage is doubled, etc . ) ^ but

this is because the inductances w«re assumed to be equal.

In most practical cases, however, the inductance difference

term in Equation (75) would be of considerable magnitude

with the result that the max.ijnum torque would remain very

nearly constant as voltage and frequency are varied simul-

taneously and in the same direction.

6.6 Concluoiona Concerning Square Wave Excitation of
Tnduction Machine

Based upon the foregoing, the following general

conclusions are made:

1. Time harmonics in square-wave voltage excitation of
an induction machine have no appreciable effect on
the torque-speed characteristics in the speed
range of the fundamental component of voltage.

2. For both two-phase and three-phase machines, the
cumulative effect of all the harmonics is to
decrease slightly the torque available at any given
speed, since the harmonics which produce the
largest torque oppose the motion of the machine.
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5. The rotor copper loss due to harmonics is
appreciable, being of such magnitude as to
decrease efficiency somewhat and to produce
considerable heating.

Summing up the conclusions, we can say that the

overall effect of harmonics is bad. If possible, they

should be filtered out of the switching-circuit output,

leaving only the fundamental to be applied to the induc-

tion motor.
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CHAPTER 7

EXPERIM5NTAL RESULTS

701 Outline of Procedure

The experimental phase of this thesis may be separated

Into four divisions %

Ic Design of the circuit

o

2o Investigation of parameter changes necessary to
obtain good oscillation and wave form for a
single converter.

3° Investigation of the effects of parameter changes
with a three-phase circuit

»

ho Operation of an induction motor

«

702 Design of Circuit and Procedure for Test

The original circuit was designed primarily on the basis

of papers by Royer [l] and Milnes [I']. No attempt was made

to optimize the design, liberal safety factors being Included

to ensure operation.-. Due to restricted time available for

winding 8.nd assembly of cores, the circuit design was not

refined after initial design, except that the resistance

introduced into the base in the phase-locking circuit v/as

varied to obtain best results « Details of the design are

outlined in Appendix Eo

It has been noted in the preceding chapters of this

thesis that the interacting Influences of control voltage (E),

load resistance (R-r), base resistance (R+R, ), and the number

of phases have a definite Influence on the ability of the
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converters to oscillate and on the frequency of oscillations

e

In Investigating these interactions a single phase converter

was built first and tested. Tlien tvjo converters were phase-

locked 120° out of phase, and finally three converters were

phase-locked to form the desired three-phs.se square wave out-

put « Tlie results of those investigr,tlons are shown below in

graphical fona. An explanation oj? the results is included

which refers to the theory developed in preceding chapters

«

7o5 Single Phase Converter

Tlie circuit used was that shov/ii in Figo I, Che.pter 5«

Pigc XVI below shows that the output frequency of a converter

is directly proportional to the control voltage, other

parameters being constant « This figure also shows that the

amount of resistance in the base has a large effect on the

value of the output frequency; o Since the base resistance was

fixed by the selection of transistor and core windings,

variation in R, was simulated by adding extra resistance to

the base circuit. Tliis effect is predicted ana.lytically by

Equation (11 ), Chapter 3c As the total base resistance

becomes much larger than R„, the value of V approaches E,
» 1

the applied voltage, so that the output frequency approaches

more nearly the ideal predicted frequency.

Pig. XVII indicates that the value of load impedance

also effects the value of the output frequency. By increas-

ing the load the frequency more nearly approaches the value

given by the simple Equation (21) o Reference to Pigo V
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shows that as the load is varied, the voltage,, V , which is

impressed on the core changes slightly, thus changing the

output frequency. This effect is not nearly as significant

as the effect of reflected base resistance and can be con-

sidered negligible.

Each of the three converters to be used in the three-

phase circuit waa tested separately <. As far as could be

detei'i.iined each converter exhibited identica.1 frequency

characteristics as variationis in parameters were made,

7o4 'ni.e Twq;-phase Circuit

The schematic diagram for the two-phase circuit is

shown in Figo VIII, Chapter 4, The saae variation of

parajaeters was made for circuit as is described in Section

'fo2o However J the slope of the frequenc;/ versus control

'voltage cur-v'e was somewhat greater than for the single phase

case.. It was also noted that the range of operation was

soLiewh&t less than in the three-pha^e case, 'ji?he results are

shown in Figs r»7III and XIX o The interpretation of these

results will be dealt with more fully in the discussion of

three-phase operation c.

"( '-^ Th.t^ Tliree-pha.'ae Circuit

The schematic diagram for the three-phase circuit is

shown in Figc X, Chapter 5, The results of tests for this

circuit are shown in Figs XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, a^fid XXII

o

7.51 Effect of Load Resistance (Ry ),_pn Frequency

In discussing single-phase operation it was shown that

the load resistance had a definite effect on output
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frequency. As can be seen from Fig. XVIII, increasing the

phases lessens the effect. That is, by increasing the

phases the frequency of the output more nearly agrees with

the values given by the simple Equation (21). Although

this was not investigated analytically, and it would seem

to be extremely difficult to follow the effect of reflected

load impedances in the circuit, the explanation appears to

be the same as that given in Section 7»2. However, this

variation is a minor one being only 2 percent for a change

in load by a factor of 10.

7.52 Effect of Added Base Resistance (R) on Frequency

In discussing the single phase circuit it was shown

that the effect of added base resistance was to make the

output frequency more nearly approach the values given by

the Equation (21 ). The effect for the three-phase case is

more pronounced because R, itself is increased by reflected

impedances from the many more resistances in the circuit.

This effect can be seen from Fig. XXI, where in changing

this resistance by a factor of 11 to 1 (from 5 to 55 ohms)

only causes a variation in frequency of 2.6^. Thus it can

toe inferred that when designing a converter for three-

phase operation, the design can be based on Equation (21)

without being too much in error. It was also noted that

the frequency is directly proportional to the control volt-

age-, in so far as the measurement techniques used in the

testing could detect.
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7»55 Effect of Circuit Parameters on Range of Oscillation

It has been pointed out in earlier chapters that the

circuit will not oscillate unless the parameters are such

that the reciprocal of the load resistance (1/Rt } is less

than the slope of the negative resistance portion of the

converter characteristics. The negative resistance (Rq*) is

a function of the number of phases j, the total base resistance

(R.+R), the load resistance (R^) and the control voltage.

Using Equation (l9), together with the definition of K in

Equation (20), it can be seen that with fixed parameter

values p the negative resistance will vary with the control

voltage E. This means first that there is a minimum load

resistance for oscillatioR, assuming the upper limit on E

is set by the transistor,, and secondly ^ that when the load

resistance is such that oscillation oasurs at maximum

voltage there will be a point at wb.ish oscillation will

cease as the control voltage decreases. Tills is verified

experimentally as shown in Fig. XXII. Referring to the

figure 5 the area marked "Range of No Oscillation" includes

the coffibinatlone of R and R,. for which oscillation will not

occur at the maximum control voltage (20 volts for the

circuit described). The curves to the left of this region

show the possible combinations of R, and R, for which

oscillation will occur for values of control voltage from

maximum down to the value listed as parameters on each

curve o
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It should be pointed out that actually determining the

range of oscillation was complicated by the fact that

voltages tended to go out of phase at low values of control

voltage c No theoretical explanation of this effect is

known, it being assumed that non-linear effects come into

the picture at low voltages.

7c 5^ Effect of Number of Phases on Frequency

As mentioned before no analysis of the effect of phases

on frequency was made because of the complexity of the

problem o However, it is an experimental fact that adding

phases lessens the effect on the output frequency of the

other main parameters (R- and R)*

7o55 Effect of Inductive Load

Several runs were made with inductive load consisting

of a series combination of resistance and inductance.

However, the effect on output frequency was minor and the

overall effect did not appear to be dependent on type of

inductive loadc The power factors of the loads varied from

loO down to approximately Oo85o

7c6 Opsration of an Induction Motor with Circuit Output

One of the objectives of the thesis was to determine

the feasibility of operating an induction motor with output

of this three-phase switching circuit* Since the power

level of the output of the circuit was limited to a maximum

of 40 watts per phase by the transistor characteristics, it

was not possible to obtain a polyphase induction machine of

small enough size to use with the circuit. Nevertheless it
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was possible to simulate an induction machine with a synchro

control transformer by shorting the rotor leads c- This was

done v;ith a synchro transformer v/hose nameplate data was t

SYNCHRO CONTROL TRANSFORiCSR, ICT ?€C5, Mod, 4

USH BuOrd Dwg, 292874, Ser^ No. 9^19 90/55

Volts a.c. 60 cpso Bendiz Aviation Corpc

Since the square wave output has a. voltajf;e magnitude of

about 20 volts, it v/as decided to coinect the thrne-phase

of the circuit in a Y-connecticn to app^'oach as closely

as possible the value of 55 voltrs listed on the np:(jieplate

»

The inp',it impeda.nce of the motor was measured at

approximately 15 ohms, Several a.ttempts were made to run

the motor with an added base resistance (R) of 5^ ohms

without success c When the added base resistance was reduced

to 5 olims operation was possible o The resir.lts are shown in

Figo XXII o Operation was only possible for a ran;:-;e of

control voltajje from 15 to 20 volts c At the lower range of

voltages the operation became erratic? and the motor usually

stopped suddenly indicating e, lack of sufficient torque <,

7c7 General CormTien

t

s

It is felt that it should be pointed out that the

circuit for three-phase operation is rather complicated and

presents some difficulty to those v/ho desire to set it up.

Further, it was found that the circuit sometimes would

present variations in behavior from day to dayc One

peculiarity is that at times the circuit would Juiiip out of

phase. when control voltage was reduced to lovj values « When
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voltage was Increased the phase loc^cing did not reappear

«

It v/as found that by disconnecting any two leads in the

phase-locking circuit and grouiiding them, phase-locking

action occurred once more when the circuit was re-onergizedj.

A variable condenser was used at several plaaes in the cir-

cuit in an attempt to correct this becai'.se it wan felt that

a charge was being built up in the phase locking circuit.

A e05 raicrof8.rad condenser across the emitter to collector

terminals somewhat alleviated this nitur.tlon, HoTfjever, the

best results were usually gotten when tests vtere resumed on

a different dayo

Another difficulty experienced was with faulty opera-

tion of the transistors. It appeared that one of the

transistors failed progrossivelj-o T]rie first effect noted

was a reduction in circuit output frequency from previous

values o Aside from this effect the cirault appeared to be

operating normally. Later in the test progro.i it was found

that it wasn't possible to get full control voltage across

the circuit. It v/as apparent that somsthJ-ng vs&ji presenting

a short in the circi^iit when control voltage r<2e,c5hed l8-20

volts. It was found to be ce.used by or*® of the tranKistors,

replacement of which restored the circuit to normal operation,

Tlrius, we can conclude that even with an understanding of

the circuit based on fairly rigorous analysis, experimental

results are difficult to obtain simply because the circuit,

being an intricate complex of non-linear elements, often be-

haves in an unpredictable manner. While the circuit holds

promise, much more experimental' work is required.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

The following conclusions are made with regard to the

study pursued in this thesis:

1» For any given circuit parameters and number of

phases, the switching-circuit range of operation

is load dependents Tlie effect of numbers of phases

is shown clearly in Pig, XIX wherein it is shown

that oscillations will occur with a load resistance

of thirty ohms for the single-phase case, whereas

a load of 150 ohms is required to obtain oscillatory

action in the three-phase cas©. Fix, XXII shov/s

the inter-relation of load resistance and added base

resistance, the allowable minimum load resistance

to sustain oscillatory operation decreasing as the

added base resistance is decreased,. This conclu-

sion, predicted by the analysis of this circuit as

a relaxation oscillator, is well-substantiated by

experimental results.

2. Over the frequency range of application studied in

this thesis (7-90 cps), the output frequency of the

circuit is directly proportional to the DC input

voltage, parasitic time intervals being of no con-

sequence in determining frequency. Furthennore

,
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the output frequency approaches more nearly the

ideal frequency as the total base resistance,

reflected into the collector circuit, is increased.

The linear relationship between frequency and input

voltage, as well as the effect of increasing re-

sistance in the base, is showii in Fig. X"7Io Again,

this conclusion is predicted by theorj and proved

experjijnentally •

3^ Because of the importance of minirfiir^irig the slope

of the negative-resistance portion of the v-i

cha.racteristic of the converter as seen from the

output terminals, the deriign of a polyphase switch-

ing transistor circuit for maxiiirjim po'/jer output

becomes a delicate balance of compromises, wherein

the single most important factor appears to be

minimisation of component impedances ±11 the circuit.

In large measure, this coneiuaion is based upon

the firsts

4. Tlie polyphase switching transistor circuit can be

used for speed control of 5.nduction motors. A

synchro with shorted rotor was opera.ted success-

fully over a range from 950 RPM to 2200 RPM in

the experimental work attendant to this thesis.

At the present time, the size of motors which can

be so controlled, without modifying the ciz'cuit

arrangement, is limited by the maximi;im ratings of
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power transistors now available. This liinitatlon

can "be overcome as power transistors of higher

rating are developed or hj design of an amplifier

to amplify the switching-circuit outputs

5. The problem of starting an induction motor,̂ made

problematical because of the fact that below a

certain minimum load impedance relaxation oscilla-

tions cannot occur, can be solved hj careful

design of the circuit, the object of the design

being to minimize the negative -rejsistance slope

of the v-i characterir-3tie . In the experiiiental

work attendant to this thesis, a factor of ten

reduction in the resistance added to the base for

php.se-locking resulted in an even greater redi'.c-

tion in the Minimur/i load iiipedance to auntain

oscillatory action

<

6* Karijionlc content in the applied voltages ;j while

having negligible effect on torque of an induction

motor, does produce disproportionate rotor copper

losses ; thus decreasing motcr ©fficlency and pro-

ducing undesirable heatings 'P'».erefore, the

harmonic content should be filtered out of the

switching circuit output before applying it to the

induction motor c This conclusion is ba^sed upon

theoretical analysis and was not verified

experimentally o
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8.2 Recommendations

The following recommendations for further study in

the area covered by this thesis are made t

1« Obtain more experimental data concerning circuit

operation, particularly as regards speed control

of induction motors being supplied by the

switching-circuit output

»

2. Investigate optimization of switching circuit for

maximum power output and maximum power conversion

efficiency*

3. Design a filter circuit to remove harmonics from

switching-circuit output. Such a circuit must be

designed to operate satisfactorily over the

frequency range for which 3:p©ed control is

desired.

4. In conjunction with ('^) , investigate practicability

of filtering and amplifying switching-circuit

output in order to obtain more power for applica-

tion to the induction motor

•

5. Investigate possibility of designing switching

circuit with multiple power transistors to obtain

higher power ratings than can be obtained from

single transistors [11].
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APPENDIX A

PIECEWISE LINEAR ANALYSIS OF
THE BASIC CIRCUIT

The purpose of this Appendix is to carry out in detail

the analysis of the basic circuit which results in the v-1

characteristic of the circuit as shown in Fig. Ill of

Chapter 5 and to show the effect of load on that character-

istic . The circuit, as shown in Pig. I, is reproduced in

Fig. A-I for convenience.

lA

f^

7^\

E

\-W

hti

o

ouTPtrr

Fig. A-I. Basic switching circuit.

The analysis given in [l] shows that during half of

each cycle one transistor is blocking while the other is

operating in saturation. Therefore, it is sufficient to

examine one-half of the circuit at a time, since the non-

conducting side has no effect on the output, provided

leakage current is neglected.

To simplify the analysis, leakage inductances of the

windings may be neglected and winding resistances Included
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in the rest of the circuit . Noting then that the conventional

pieeewise linear model of a transistor is as shown in Fig.

A-II, the half of the circuit which is to be analyzed may be

represented as shown in Pig. A-III.

a U ^

le
w kl -AM'V o

Lb

!

Pig. A-II. Conventional pieeewise -linear model of
saturated transistor.

Lb

r—^^^
J ^w.

Pig. A-III. Representation of "lA" half of switching
circuit with transistor in saturation.

For the moment, regard N and N as ideal transformers
1 2

and substitute their ideal effects in the circuit as shown

in Pig. A-IV.

Then recognize the fact that there is a finite magnet-

izing inductance and look into the circuit from it; that

is, look into the circuit at the N windings from the

magnetizing inductance of the N windings. At this point.
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Pig. A-IV. Circuit of Fig. A-II" with transformer windings
replaced by an ideal voltage source and an ideal
current source.

we are ready to proceed with the break-point analysis, the

object being to deterrrilne tha v-i characteristic seen at

the terminals indicated in Fig. A^IV. In that figure, (e)

designates emitter diode and © designates collector diode.

There are three states of interest

:

I ® Open © Open
II © Closed © Open

III (g) Closed © Closed

where the diodes are analogous to switches

.

In state I, all currents in the circuit are zero, v is

negative and of indeterii'.inant magnitude. (?his corresponds

to the condition wherein the transistor is blocked.)

The next item of interest is the break-point between

states II and III. At that point, the collector diode has

zero voltage across it and zero current through it. Then,

the following equations can be written:

L,= -aL, (A-1)

l^ = (a-,V., -(4f-)ic (A-2)
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These equations can be solved for 1 and v to give the quantities

defined as I and V in Chapter 3'

(A-7)

from which we obtain:

This break-point, plus tha knowledge that v is zero when

i is zero (from State I), defines State II on the v-i

characteristic . It is now necessarj'- to determine the v-i

characteristic for State III.

In State III, both diodes in the circuit of Pig. A-IV

are short circuits. In this case, sinee we are interested

only in the slope of the v-i characteristic, it is most con-

venient to make an incremental analysis, i.e., E is zero.

Then we have

:

I, - -^- (A-10)
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L -t- n -L -0 (A-ll)

from which we can solve for i in terms of v and find:

^ L

Rs n^R
Rs + n^Rb (A-12)

With the foregoing infor-rriation, the v-1 characteristic

for the upper half of tha circuit shown In Pig. A-1 may be

constructed as shown in Fig. A-T, Taen^ if it is recognized

that the two halves of the circuit of Fig. A-I are anti- •

symmetrical, the v-i characteristic for the entire circuit as

seen from the magneti^iing induetance of the core may be

derived by sketching in the other h&lf , as shown in dotted

lines in Fig. A-Y. The result is the v-i characteristic

slope R'

Fig. A-Y. v-i characteristic of Basic Switching Circuit.
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given in Fig. Ill of Chapter 5»

With regard to the effect of loads on the operation of

the circuit, the most important effect is imposed "by a re-

sistance load. The effect is best Bhonni by assuming the

magnetizing inductance to be infinite, thus leaving a pure

resistive load s-qtobb t'l® v-i teriSiiisiisg in Fig. A-I7. TJiis

may be represented as gliown in Fig. A--TI.

"X

Fig. A-VI. Resistive load plaesd across terininals of
device having known v-1 cjiair^acteristic

.

We have

i

V - V

L L> Ru

(A-13)

(A-14)

With these relationships, a ei&ries of v'-i' charactei'istics

such as are shown in Pig. A-TII san b© obtained. It is seen

that when R^ « R (as R^ doat?', )5 this air^^ult no longer
s.

exhibits a negative rasistanaa eliiaractsx-'istic, so relaxation

oscillations cannot occur.

The effect of inductive loading 1b, in effect, discussed

in Section 3o i\'h<sn the core characteristic was regarded as

the load on the circuit . It can be seen that the only effect

of an additional inductive load would be to change the value





Pig. A-VII. v'-i' charae.terisbie sho-K-j.ng effect of
resistive load on op'S-ration of basic circuit.

of inductance used in Equation





APPENDIX B

CALCULATION OF PARASITIC TIME
INTERVALS IN SWITCHlM"

B,l Transistor Switching Time

The time Intervals of Interest in this analysis are the

transistor turn-on time, T , and th.® turn-off tlmeo This
o'

last is comprised of a storage ti^e, T , during which

interval the transistor remainfs sa,turat3d, and a decay time,

T , during which interval the outpi:it ciirrent decreases to the
z

very small value it has when the ti^anslstor is blocking [4].

This current is assumed to be zero.

During the turn-on tlme^ the transistor majr be

represented by the high-frequency equivalent circuit given by

Gray [4] which is shown in Figo B-Io The frequency-dependent

/ \
I«(?)

>

h(^)

t^

ioOSJ

Collector

BASS

Pig, B-Io High-frequency equivalent circuit of transistor

»

current amplification factor shown in this representation is

defined as t

oc.

5-1)

where co is the alpha cut-off frequency e From [4] we haves
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I.

0<o

1 + Vca,

R«
(l-HR.Ccs)

^-iT^-^^^O^^'^')

which may be reduced to the following form?

(B-2)

US) ^ i-euLs+jnv
1 _ a, + E^±Ek/ |_1 f 2?eTeS -^ T^^S^_

where

Ti = ReC,

'CJ,
(°<»-S-^

and

ry
-J

KRe-^-RbV

CO.
(1 •<^o + Re 4-Rb

'

Re

(B-3)

(B-4)

(9-5)

Since we are interested only in orders of magnitude of these

time constants, we can use values of cd^ and C for the H-2

transistor in determining them. Gray gives the following ap-

proximate expression for the relation between C and V [4]i

Q =13 50 Ve"°V/^- (B.-6)

which checks quite well with the colleator capacitance informa-

tion given by the manufacturer for the 21l66 transistor « The

minimum capacitance we could expect would then be?

C =il350(20)'°' = 1490^-uA

A good value for the q^ cut-off frequency is 200 kilocycles [4],

Based on actual measured parameters for the 2N66 transistors

(given in Appendix E), we take the following as average:
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R^ = 1 XI

\ - 5oa

R^ « 12 KH

% = .95

Solving for the time constants of Equations (B-4) and (B-5),

we then obtains

Ti = 0.0 3 Syasecs.

Tg = 1.1 yu sees.

so we see that the time constants are very small in the

turn-on process, from which we can conclude that this time

interval is unimportant in the circuit investigated in this

thesis

o

Now, determination of turn-off time is a more compli-

cated matter o However, it will be of the same order of

magnitude as the turn-on time [4]. We therefore state,

without proof, that transistor switching time intervals,

whether they be turn-on or turn-off intervals, are of

negligible importance in the circuit

o

B.2 Pai'asitic Time Interval Due to Non-noro Saturation
Inductance of Core

The second, and actually most important parasitic time

interval in any cycle is represented by the time required

to go from D to G in Pigo B-II (Pig. VI (a) in the Section

3o3j repeated here for convenience) » We have the following

relations governing the current and voltage along the path

of interest?





Fig. B-IIo v-i characteristic of switching circuit.

V =u4d̂t (B-T)

Now define t

(B"8)

(B"9)

Then we have:

'^^-k
L +

Integrating between (l^) and (-1^), we have

At = Ls
I.

Lc

^^^ U-l; R^
ln(iL +

-L

lo

giving

:

(B-10)

(B-11)

At =. Ls \jk-J^
Rt> E + T

(B~12)
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NoWj we can derive an analytical expression for L_, assuming
5

that at saturation the permeability is that of airs

s
I Hi

N A>oA (B-15)

Where A is the effective cross-sectional area and J? is the

mean length of magnetic path of the core material, both being

available from manufacturer's data«

I is defined by Equations (l) and (2), repeated here

for convenience s

I =
1 + a R<

i -a(n4-l)

n^(i-a)Rt (B-14)

Since so many parameters, the precise value of which is not

known, are involved in Equation (B-12), any calculation aii^t

be, at best, an estimate. However, it should indicate o::'d^r

of magnitude values.

For the circuit used in this thesis, good approximate

values of the parameters of interest arej

a = Oo95

R„« 1
s ' -

-n - 520/75 = 4.27

R^ = 50

A « 2o75 sq. cm,

J^ = 23.99 cm.

By substituting Equation (B-14) in Equation (B-12) and

simplifying, we obtain the following:

2.5"x3.5"xloO" (-/VMUSO core
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J l-Q(nH)

Rp ' /I l-a(n4-L) \ ^ -"

'

\ R^ "^ n[nRb(l-o)->-ciR^l

If we substitute the numbers we find:

At =1.46X10-^ln ^^ = 2 3yusecs.

Again, although of more significant duration than th® transistor

switching times, the above parasitic time interval is also

negligible o Of course, the values of parameters in the above

calculation are not precise, but even an order of magnitude

error would be insignificant, since, at a msiximum frequency of

operation of the circuit of 100 cps, the period of one-half

cycle is 5000 micro-seconds.
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APPENDIX G

PREDICTION OF EFFECT OF PHASE-LOCKING
ON OPERATION OF BASIC CIRCUIT

In Section 4*2, it is stated that the addition of the

phase-locking cirauit increases the slope of the negative-

resistance portion of the v-i characteristic of the basic

circuit. In thifi appendix, the equations given there for

the two-phase case will he derived.

The circuit under analysis is shown in Pig. C-II. In

the analysis, it is assumed that transistors lA and 2A are

conducting, IB and 2B being blocked. Further, it is

assumed that phas^ relationships are as shown in Pig. C-I.

\/,

1
1

t

Vx

1

4

/Vr*.V/,)W5

M<

1 —
t

A|-\/^\M5

N.
^

!

1

Pig. C-I. Phase relationships in circuit of Pig. C-II





Figo C-II

Two-phase circui ', for prediction o? eiTect of
phMse-locking circuf.t on operation of ba;iic circuit
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rva^.i

ai«,
M.t;?v„

<?5

I 1% isi-ecKi 'M<^
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I

v.

_ >

^..> ^1W
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^'5 In,
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f'

i^''

R ;-i
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This being the case, we know from the manner of operation of

the phase-locking elements that L is unsaturated, whereas

L is saturated..

In the circuit of Pig. C-II, there are three indeter-

minant quantities, viz., i , i , and V , . Since, however,

L is unsaturated, we can say that?
1

K - It I

(c-i)

Furthermore , since s

Vl,= U^ (C-2)

we know that the sense of i_ is as shown in Pig. C-II, since
a

the polarity of V^ must be such that L can absorb most of
1

the voltage induced in the transformer windings of the addi-

tive circuit iV-, 1^ Y +V )

,

-u 12
1 -^a ''a

In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that the

reactors, L and L , display an ideal square loop character-
1 2

istic, i.e., there is a finite constant magnetizing current

required to saturate them and their saturation inductance is

zero. Therefore, at the time in which we are interested, L
2

is a short circuit « Now, the direction of flow of i_ is im.-
s

portajit e If we assume that it is in the direction shown in

Fig. C-II, we have:

V22= Lbe(K+Rb)+UR {0-3)

Note that, in this case, diodes b' and c' are conducting,

a* and d' are blocking.
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It will be shown that V is greater than V „, but the

difference is small. Since the difference involves V , , an

indeterminant quantity, it is not possible to state definitely

that Equation (C-4) proves that i„ is in the assumed
s

direction.

If, however, we assume that the current in the sub-

tractive loop is in the opposite direction of i_, i.e., in the
s

direction of 1 in Fig. C-II, we have:

Vis-V2s+&r^,-^'^u,)is'-^('tb,-i-W)R-o (c-6)

In this case diodes a' and d* are conducting, b' and c' 8-re

blocking

»

Solving Equation (C-6), we obtain

j

Again, V can be shown to be greater than V , so the right
IS 2S

hand side of Equation (C-7) is negative. Therefore, the

assumed current direction, i„ ' , is incorrect. Prom this we
s

can conclude that the actual current Is either zero or has

some value in the direction of 1 . Essentially what we have

is shown in Fig. C-III. In this diagram, the effect of the

Fig. C-III. Subtractive loop with Thevinin equivalent
looking in at R.
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converter as seen from the terminals x, y, has been replaced

by a Thevinin equivalent voltage source (of the polarity

shown) in series with some resistance. The magnitudes of

the voltage and resistance need not be determined for an

understanding of circuit operation. We see that there is

some positive value of Ep at which the effect of E will be

overcome and a current^ i , will flow in the direction shown.
s

If Ep is less than this amount, all diodes block and no

current flows in the circuit . Since Ep always has the

polarity shown (at the time in which we are interested),

this confirms the above result which stated that i can be

zero or have some finite value in the direction shown above.

Therefore, in the analysis which follows, the current in

the secondary loop, i^^, will be assuraed to have some finite
s

value in the direction shown in B'ig. C-II.

We are interested in the break-point at which (c) in

Fig. C-II is on the verge of conducting. Note that the base

currents in that diagram are taken in their actual direction

of flow, i.e., opposite to the conventional assumed direc-

tion. This is because all currents affecting the action of

the rectifier bridge must be taken in the direction in which

they actually flow. In determining the breakpoint of

interest, twenty equations in twenty-three unknowns may be

written.

Vi _ Vis - Via - Vii - Vu (C-8)
Ni

~ N, N3 Ni Nz
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%^= Lb^lR + Rb") +UR (C-10)

-e:-Lc,Rs ^-Vi, = (c-11)

tei-^t,,-aLg^- (G-12)

Note that diodes a and d in the rectifier bridge are

blocking, b and c are conducting.

Vis-Vas -Ls(2rw3 + ~(lb,+ l5)R-0 (C-15)

Again, diodes a' and d' are blocking, b' and c' are

conducting.

V22 = U,(R-HRb) + UR (C-16)

-E-U^Rs+V.i+Y^^O (C~17)

Note that V , either has some value in the direction shown
CD

in Pig. C-II or is zero. It cannot have a non-zero value

in the reverse direction

»

Na Ni N3 N3 Ni

i-e.-U,-aL,3= (C-20)

ai^^-hic,--o (c-21)
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Equations (C-8) and (G=-l8) ar® each actually four equations,

so there are, in fact, the twenty equations mentioned

earlier c Since there are twenty-three unknowns, explicit

solution for any variable is not possible. However, it is

possible to solve for v in terms of i , so the slope of
1 1

the negative-resistance portion of the v-i characterit^tio

may be obtained.

In proving the sense of 1 . it was stated that V is

greater than V . By suitable substitutions in the above

equations, we find tliat

:

^1 = — --g-RT—' + (-Ajl^jj
u

1 +

u-

n(i-aKR+RO |_^ Hl-a)"niR+ Rt,)

(C"22)

__™r_ X (
_a_.\ .RBs,\ ^s

1 . ._._ilBs_™_ U-ciARtRjn~7a_\i/_Ri \ /'gR (G-23)

Since i is zero in the ideal case and very small in the

actual case, certainly being less than i , comparison of

the above equations shows V to be greater than V . ''fj.iere-
1 2

fore, V is greater than V ae was stated earlier.
IS SB

We are now interested in Bolving for i in terms of
1

V . Prom Equations (C°10), (G-12), and (C-15), we haves

i. = - ^ L^ (C"25)

Substituting these expressions in Equation (C-9)> we obtain:





^1 - nHR+RbX»-«)

-Q(n+1)] / R„\
"

n(l-a) ^R+l^b)
Ni_ [i-Q(nfi)]

f
R

Ml
+ U

N
Ni

(C-26)

Taking the ratio of V to i and substituting the expression
1 1

for V from Equation (C-22) in the resultant equation, the

new slope for the negative-resistance portion of the v-i

characteristic as seen from the load is found:

D ' - / R + Rb\ Rq
^<^ -

\ Rb JiTK
(C-27)

where K =
< t=

n [n(i-a)(RfRii

|[e .i^)(^^^

-h gRsl
^

l-a(nfO Ul n{i-a) (R^Rbf ' N,j ^^"^^i
.^

Since the quantity [l-a(n+l)] is invariably negative, n being

greater than 1, K is normally negative.

Now, from our previous discussion we know that we can

substitute I for i^m a
With regard to i , we can argue that

physical considerations dictate that it is very small, even

less than I . Furthermore, the coefficient of i„ in Equationm s

(C-28) is less than the coefficient of i . Therefore, we can

neglect the term in i^ and write:
s

K'
n [n(i-Q)(R+Rb)+QRs] NU _ i::a(n±i)]/_B_^'^

'

Ni n(\-Q) \R + Rb,
(C-29)
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APPENDIX D

DETAILS OF INDUCTION MOTOR ANALYSIS

D.l Caloulatlon of Currents

In Chapter 6, the effeot of harmonic content In applied

voltage &n torque was determined* However^ mariy steps In the

algebra of the solution were omitted. In order that the

interested reader may check the accuracy of the final predic-

tions of that chapter, an outline of the solution is given

here.

Prom Section 6.5 (Equations (57) > (58) » and (59)* we havet

z
o

«r

tr

Sr

z'
Z^

Z"

•r

(D-1)

If we write the system equations from this matrix and

then solve by determinants, we obtain equations of the follow-

ing formt

S

A
s

A

n.
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By Equation (36) of Chapter 6, we havej

If we substitute this expression In Equations (D-2) through

(D-5)j we prove the following?

V - (- J)" 1Or. (D-7)

K - i-j^"x: (D-8)

Therefore, we need only solve for "Sr^^ and T. ^ because the

other currents may then be obtained from the above equations.

The expressions for %(^ and "f. ^ ares

t: - V,:

n
8r

-^/^n

jnwLy!'

jn^U*' -a)^L/ Z/

r rrs
l:-v.:

Z^ jnu)i;'

jncjL^' CJ^L^*' CJ^L/

A

^..^ jnwLJ' UJ^U*' UJ. L/

A

A = Z.

Sr

Sr

jntAJl^'

+jnwLj:

Sr

Z,' jntuL^'

Jnoji;' OJ^L^" GJ^L/

-10,„L/ jnujl^- Z/

(D-9)

(D-10)

(D-11)

In Chapter 6, two quantities were defined as follows

i

Z, ^z;2:-(jnujL/')^

Z,^ CJ^L/Z,'-jnWcj^L^sr

(D-12)

(D-15)
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Expansion of Equation (D-ll) will show that?

A-z'fZ,' (D-l^O

If then we solve for iLf and I^J , the solutions will be of

the following form:

i„! =
7 ^

%^

l+^^(^-J^)

L.
sr'

l^^^r-T^ (^+J^)zf+z;

n=l,5.9'" (D-15)

n = 3.7,11 '" (D-15a)

where ^= n"uj^oo^^l^^^'-nVL^^^Vjnwuj^'L/Z>n^cj^z:z„' (D-I6)

and
* -y s

, ^1 , ,a.

>7= jnujU^Z^Z; -hn'to'UJ^lVZ^- (3)-17)

1/ - u^^v».' ^/O-HjcrJ

Z^ 2•^1 ^z

n= 15.9

nc3 7, 11

(D"l3)

(D"l3a)

where
1 . S,r' • i, ,3, Sf ^ -7^

, , 2| r-7 *

/o rjncjcJ^L^^" -jntoL/ -jnuZ^ Z^ -cjjL/Z, (ii)"19)

and
r-r s^^ W^Z,"Z, -jnujuJ^L/Z^ (D-20)

By simplifying the above expressions for l^^ and Xay^ , tlie

following equations can be obtained;

~r^ - ^kiI"- 1 ^TTTzT
h= 1 ,5,9 (l)"2l)
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L = \kl. 1+
JnajL/*" (nw+u)^)

"-^z-JZi

Ze-J2,

n = 3.7,ii

n = l 5.9

n = 3.7. 11

From Equations (D-7) and (D-8) we have that:

(D-21a)

(D-22)

(D-22a)

T>

T,:

n=l, 5.9-

n = 3.7, 11

n -- 1,5,9 '•

n = 3,7.ii

(D-23)

(D-25a)

(D-24)

(D-24a)

Equations (D-21) through (D-2^a) appear as Equations (^2)

through (49) in Chapter 6.

D.2 Calculation of Torque

In Chapter 6 the following expression is developed for

the electromechanical torque developed in the machine;

Te.= ^^^^^^ -^0,'!^^] n= 1.3.5,7 (D-25)

In order to perform these operations, it is convenient

to obtain the following:

Z^+jZj^-nuj roSg.^R'+s.L/R +jnV g+s„(L/-l^T/) (D-26)
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Z,-jZ, = + n(.;[L^^R^-hS/L^^R^] -^r^'u'[^ +s;(l/^'-I^^U^)] (D-27)V^R'" -J n^6j'
fR^R'

^' ^ noj + cj^

where

^'^ - nuj

Then, write the currents as follows:

n=l ,5.9
'"

(D-28)

(D-29)

i-r„ ~ -7 S ^ A-jB

- v..

z; - A'-JB'

^ I Sr yT ^

-A +j B

A'-jB'

n - 3, 7. 1 1
'

n = 1,5,9 •

n = 3 7.H

where A = J^4^ +L/R'

B-^^^nu^iL-'-L/y^^)

(D-50)

(D-50a)

(D-51)

(D-52)

and A' and B* are of the same form except that S ' replaces S .

Now observe that

:

T,r -(-ji.:)*=jt::* n= 1,5.9

The torques may then be written:

(D-55a)

Je^= -S-Lf'(P,n- ^S^ 11 f ,
+ Jnu)U"1/jU"^n^

'ZIV^ A-jB A-A-JB
n= 1,5.9 (D-56)
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= -^L"(«r
Zrf r A'-JB' A A'+jB'

n= 3,7.11

which may be reduced to:

(D"56a)

Te -
n 2 r\u)S^ rL^^^L/R^'

Z ncoS^

y^:"[^rK

+ ^;R^+nu.(L^-^UV^)

\4<n Lm R
r dS

^ + L/ R +

z} n'-lA9-(D-3^)

n=5.7,ii"(D-57a)

D.3 Calaulation of Typical Torque -speed Curves

If we arbitrarily assume values of the motor parsmieters

which appear in the torque equationtS, we can get some idea of

the quantitative effect of harmonics on motor action. We

assume, then, that:

R^ « 0.15-0.

R^ = 0.50 -f^

sr
H

Ik

uy a J>77 Rad/Sec1/

0.04 henries

V « 115 volts

P « 2

Substituting these values in Equations (67) and (67a)

from Section 6.5^ we have«

1

n^s,' 0.006

S "
+ 0.012 + 000012

-i2

nSn"

where torque is positive for n = 1, 5^ 9, etco, and S,

appropriate slip defined by Equations (6^) and (66).

1

1

n is the
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Calculations for various values of motor speed for the

fundamental and first two harmonics give the results tabulated

in Table 0-1=

Table D-I

Numerical Results of Torque-speed Calculations

n 1 !

1

3 5
Motor
Speed 3, T !n 1 S T^ % T

1 0) i.;)5 - 1.402 O08O 0.56

0.9 03 0.1 26oi^
1

1,50 - lo42 0.82 0.557

0,8 0) 0«2 33,7 1.267 - lo438 0.84 c 355

0.6 0) Ook 46.8 lo2 - 1.462 O088 0.355

OA 0) Oo6 47-1 1.135 -^ 1.496 0.92 0.351

0c2 CD 0«8 45oO 1.067 - Ic535 0.96 0.345

Ool CD Oo9 43o4 1.053 - 1.55 0.98 0.3^rl

1.0 42. J> 1 1.000 - 1.565 1.0 0.358

We also desire the mfiximum tcrque produced by each of

these har:?ionics. We haves

T - + E.ll^\ IrL f.
U"'R^z^

l/r^+s:l/r' -!- |^%nu.s:(L/!i;L;)
(D--58)

^ - = ([y
R'-VS:i^^R]i^V na;s;tt;Vl4

dS^

from which the slip for maximum torque may be obtained?
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(D-i^O)

For the parameters asmmed above

S" - ^
\l
509 n^H- 2.02x10

nnoa.- - 11 20.36 n^

rs"

0.5

Subrjtituiting this vr.ln® of slip in the torque equation;

we ha,Ye

Te
4- c_.2,74x10'

n'
/0z4f4-(-^g^fn

o^, + 47.6
- n=

for the assumed m?:chi:iec

fiOi for the partiGii3.a.r maehine we have assumed, the

hamioMic iorque iiia:iliiiia s.re inT<sr^:®?i.y proportional to the cube

of the order of the ha'^^aonic.

^^'^ CH'lculation of Losgo^i for Slip of 10;^ Relative
yS" FrndaraenTal""

Jquation (69) in Chapter 6 g5.Yei3 the e'::pression for rotoi

power lc.sf3 due to ?.n;.' haimoniOo SifoBtituting the va.lues for

the vsirioua paraiiietera a;,'isuiiied alicve^ i-m hsviei

R
_ 5 15_

LOSS ^ ^

1

[-

00b
4- .012]

>

I-
00012

/

When the motor ia operating at a slip of 10^ relative to

the fiHidaLiental ., this gives the following losses for the

fuiida'-iental and first t;fo hari^raonicss

Pt „ = 1000 watts

P
Loss-

LCBt

2080 watt^

555 watts
5
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The internal mechanical power developed by each harmonic

is expressed by the following:

Pint = (1 - 'n^^-^en " -Vr^ ^Loss
(°-'*l)

For the fundamental and first two harmonics this gives

s

^int^
- 9000 watts

^int^
- 480 watts

^int3
- 122 watts

We see that the efficiency is 90^ for the fundamental

alone, whereas if we include the first two harmonics,

efficiency falls to 72o5^»





APPENDIX E

DESIGN OF POLYPHASE SWITCHING CIRCUIT

The circuit used in the experimental work of this thesis

was basically the circuit described by Milnes [2]« In the

course of the experimental work, three different sets of

cores and two types of transistors were actually used but

only one of these circuits is described here*

The first basic limitation on circuit design is that im-

posed by the transistor characteristics,, The transistors used

in this circuit were type 2N66 manufactured by Western Electric

Co. These are p-n-p alloy type transistors, sealed in a

welded can. They were mounted on an unpainted aluminum sheet

(52"x;5i"xl/l6" thick) in order to provide an adequate heat

sink. The pertinent characteristics of the 2N66 type are

listed below in Table E-I. The pararaeters of these transistors

were measured and are listed in Table E-II.

Table E-I

General Characteristics of 2N66 Transistors

Current, continuous to any electrode 0.8 amps

Maximum collector to emitter voltage 4© volts

Maximum collector to base voltage 6® volts

Reverse current at -4.5 volts, collector to "base 75 a

Base voltage for 400 ma collector current -2.0 volts
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Since the limiting collector-to-emitter voltage is -40 volts,

th© maximum value of control voltage is limited to 20 volts.

This is because twice the control voltage appears across the

transistor when it is blocking^

The core material used was tape-wound Hy-MU 80 (tape

thickness: 2 mils) manufactured by Magnetics, Inc,, and listed

as item Noo 50042 in their catalogue. These cores have an

effective cross section area of 2.75 square centimeters. They

are assembled in a protective case with a clear window area

6
of 5 » 36x10 circular mils. For practical purposes Hy-Mu 80

can be considered to have a maximum flux density of 0.72

webers per square meter. Thus our cores had a maximum fliix

.21
at saturation of 1.97x10 webers.

It was decided to design for a frequency of 60 cps of a

control voltage of 15 volts. This mean operating point was

chosen since the objective of one phase of the experimental

work was to apply the output of the switching circuit to a

60 cps induction motor,, With these values the number of

turns for the collector winding can be obtained from the

formula

:

A value of N = 320 turns was selected.
1

Next it was necessary to determine the load which would

be used. Since the power output would be small, it was felt

that our induction motor would have to be simulated from

available synchro elements. On this basis a resistance of
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50 ohms was selected for the load of each phase* This load

line is shown plotted on the transistor characteristics in

Pig. E-I,

loo 200 3O0 ^0 S0O
COLLECTOR CURReNT C*v^ j^^

^OC

Fig. E-Io Typical output characteristics of a 2N66
transistor in common emitter configuration.
(Load line of 50 ohms is shown superimposed.)

From this figure it can be seen that when the converter

is operating at 20 volts there will be a collector current

of 400 milliainperes. From Table E-I it is seen that for

this collector current a base voltage of less than -2o0

volts would be required. Since the base voltage is N /N

times the collector voltage a turns ratio less than 10 s 1

would be required for the base. However, in order to be

assured of cut-off a ratio of about 4 : 1 was chosen.

Accordingly 75 turns was used for the value of N . This was
2

found to be greatly in excess of the value required, but at

the time the circuit was designed the main objective was to
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insure operation. If the circuit were to be redesigned in

light of present knowledge, a turns ratio of 9 or 9e5 to 1

would be used, the main consideration being to reduce the

power dissipation in the baseo If the base resistance, R,

has to be large for some reason, a smaller value of turns

ratio ( 9 s l) will reduce the power dissipated and still

assure operation.

There is no particular requirement on the turns

selected for- the coils in the phase locking circuit. Their

purpose is to provide voltage for the phase locking circuit,

Tiie only consideration should be that they do not provide

more volt time area than the saturable reactors can absorb.

For the circuit being discussed 150 turns was used for N-,.

The material used for the saturable reactors was

Hypernik V, manufactured by Westinghouse, The core used

has an effective cro-3S section of O.69 square centimeters

and a raaxim^im flux density of 1.41x10 ' webers per square

mster.

It has previously been shown in Chapter 4 that the

turns for L^ and L^, designated N, and N,. are given by

Equation (IV)?

., n ^^3 HYMU 80 500 ^ 2.75x10^.72x10^\ " \ " -T- riiypiHm = T- ^
.69x10^1.41x10-^

a 200 turns

N, = N, = 2N, «= 400 turns
^2 H ^1
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Since in reference ['^] it was mentioned that the turns

for the saturable reactors should be slightly less than the

optimum value given above, the windings for the saturable

reactors were provided taps to give the following range in

turns g

Nt « Nt » 150 through 205 in 5 turn steps
^1 ^5

Ny = N, = 540 through 4lO in 10 turn steps
p h.

Tlie rectifier bridges were constructed of the only

diodes available in sufficient number^ 16 diodes being

required for the circuit c The diodes vier® a silicon type

IN556 (Oo4 ampere maximum at 120 volts )*

Next it was necessary to wind the cores with as large

a diameter wire size as possible in order to reduce the

winding resistance to a minimum <. Since the center core had

the greatest number of windings, wire sises were chosen on

this basis. This core required 5 windings of 520 turns, 4

vjindings of 15O turns, and 2 windings of 75 turns. An

upper limit of 400 circular mils per sjapere was chosen to

limit coil heating «. In order to provide for the shuttle

used on the winding machine, only one-third of the w5.ndow

6
area of the cores could be used (lo78xlO circular mils)»

To provide a margin of safety the following allowable

currents in the cores were used: N, and Np - ,8 ajnpere max«

N, - Ocs5 ampere maxo
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The winding sizes were then chosen on the basis of making

the winding losses equal in all the coils as shown by the

calculations below

i

Coils Amp. Circ.Mils No. of Coils Total Tu.rns Total CircoMils

M, Oo8 X 3 960 960 X

Ng Oo8 X 4 600 600 X

h 0,5 5/8 X 2 150 95 X

1655 X

1655 X « 1.78 X 10 circular mil® (available)

X « 1070 circular mils (uae No* 20 awg)

5/8 X " 670 circular mils (use No» 22 awg)

The saturable reactors had only one winding each and

presented no problem- AWG Noo 22 was ussd.

Th.® rems.ining circuit element, th^^^ addisd basse

resistance, was originally chosen acsori'ding to infor^iaation

given in reference [2]. In this it was stated that this

resistance should be approximately eqi:al to the inherent

base resistance of the transistor. Early in the experimental

work, this added resistance was therefore set at 5^ okms, but

as further experimental information developed, the base

resistance, R, was made a- ^arlRM't*





Table E-II

Measured Parameters 2N66 Power Transistors

Niimber a ^e ^b ^c

D 9457 X .976 Essentially
zero

40.3
k-A-
144

D 9438 X • 957 50 117-8

D 9439 X .959 79.5 144

D 40 X .930 36.7 120.9

D 41 X .955 39«3 131.1

D 42 X .925 25o8 127

\bt>

aL£

^/cl-
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